


TALOS

AXION

AXOS

TRACTORS

AXOS 340-310
Forward-opening doors (180°) can be locked
into position
Engines from 75 to 102 hp with turbocharger
and internal exhaust gas recirculation
Integrated front linkage
Short overall length and tight turning circle

TALOS 200 / 100
Designed and built for hard work
It offers enormous versatility in a compact format.
It can be used all year round, from tillage to
harvest, and is suitable for any site – or any
driver.

ARION
ARION 650-530

ARION 460-410

Full powershift HEXASHIFT transmission with HEXACTIV
powershift unit or continuously variable CMATIC
transmission
Half frame concept, designed for extreme loads and
great flexibility
5-pillar cab – door opens wide to provide a large
access area
CMOTION multifunction control lever in the CEBIS
version
Multifunction armrest in CIS version
CSM headland management

FPT 4-cylinder turbocharged engines developing
max. 90 to 140 hp in accordance with ECE R 120
QUADRISHIFT or HEXASHIFT transmission with
powershift unit
Multifunction control lever operates transmission,
rear linkage, engine speed and two spool valves
Perfect all-round visibility, including front hitch area,
thanks to narrow-waisted bonnet and PANORAMIC cab
or transparent sunroof

AXION 950-920

AXION 870-800

All 400 hp available at all times
Self-supporting construction for maximum stability
Long wheelbase and balanced weight distribution
Innovative 4-pillar cab
CMOTION control lever with completely new
operating concept
TELEMATICS

Three versions available: CIS, CEBIS and CMATIC
FPT engines for high performance and low fuel
consumption
Fully powershifted HEXASHIFT transmission with
HEXACTIV powershift unit or continuously variable
CMATIC transmission
Up to seven spool valves and 150 l/min hydraulic
capacity
GPS PILOT with S10 and S7 touchscreen terminal
Agricultural trade journalists from 20 European
countries have also recognised its strengths and
voted the AXION 850 "Tractor of the Year® 2014".



FRONT END LOADERS

LEXION

AVERO

HARVESTERS

Convenient operating options to choose
from: PROPILOT, FLEXPILOT, TECHPILOT,
ELECTROPILOT
MACH quick-attachment coupler for electric
and hydraulic circuits
FITLOCK system for quick, safe and convenient
fitting/removal
SHOCK ELIMINATOR vibration damping
Integrated hose lines provide an excellent
view and prevent damage
SCS system: synchronises the third function
with bucket filling or dumping
ACS for automatic attachment positioning
SPEEDLINK for fully automatic fitting and
removal of all attachments, including those
with hydraulic and electrical functions

AVERO 240/160
Thanks to APS up to 20% more throughput with
the same fuel consumption
Great sound-proof booth optimally, to work
calmly and concentrated
Visual returns check from the driver's seat
through a lighted window
Versatile multifunction control lever and CLAAS
Information System (CIS) for optimal interaction
between operator and machine
VARIO cutterbars improve performance by up to 
10% due to even crop flow.
CONSPEED LINEAR and the folding cutterbar
or the FLEX cutterbar provide versatile
harvesting solutions

LEXION 780-740

LEXION 670-620

AUTO CLEANING, AUTO SLOPE und automatic
crop flow monitoring
Mercedes-Benz engines provide reliable reserves
of power, even under the toughest field conditions
LEXION 660 TERRA TRAC
Side access to straw walker compartment
Professional straw processing with SPECIAL CUT
and power spreader with automatic discharge
direction adjustment for even spreading of straw
over the entire working width
VARIO cutterbars in widths up to 12.27 m facilitate
up to 10% better performance by optimising the
crop flow

APS + ROTO PLUS = APS HYBRID SYSTEM: an original only from CLAAS
CEMOS AUTOMATIC functions: AUTO SLOPE, AUTO SEPARATION, AUTO CLEANING, automatic crop
flow control, CRUISE PILOT
GRAIN QUALITY CAMERA for automatic monitoring of grain quality
CEBIS, CEMOS, CEMOS AUTOMATIC, CRUISE PILOT, automatic guidance and TELEMATICS ensure
outstandingly convenient control and easy monitoring
Mercedes-Benz OM 473 LA, Perkins 2206F and Mercedes-Benz OM 470 LA engines to the latest
emissions standard offer reliable power reserves
NEW: High on-road speed saves time: electrohydraulic ground drive capable of up to 40 km/h now also
for LEXION 750
NEW: VARIO 1230 and 1080 with an infinitely variable adjustment range of 700 mm thanks to integrated
rapeseed plates

TUCANO

TUCANO 580/320
CMOTION, the multifunction lever, CEBIS,
TELEMATICS, yield mapping and GPS PILOT
ensure innovative and convenient control and
performance monitoring
Up to 20% more throughput with the APS
threshing system
APS and APS HYBRID. A threshing technology
unique in its class



CORNHEADS

DOMINATOR 130

CROP TIGER

TANGENTIAL AXIAL FLOW (TAF) is unequalled
for harvesting versatility - wheat, rice, maize,
basmati, sunflowers, soybeans, chickpeas,
mustard, mung beans, pigeon peas, etc.
Uniform weight distribution and maximum pulling
power thanks to the TERRA TRAC system
High-quality fibre canopy for maximum operator
comfort
Discharging capacity of 30 l/sec reduces the
offloading time
Integrated air compressor allows machine to be
cleaned without any additional equipment

MULTICROP Concave for quick retooling to
grain corn and back
Intensive straw walker CLAAS high cleaning
efficiency
Mature technology for all cultures
System 3-D-clearing work on slopes up to 20%

Feeder chain is easy to change and tension
Replaceable wear parts integrated in hoods
CORIO CONSPEED maize picker as 12, 8 and
6-row units
CORIO maize picker as 8, 6, 5 and 4-row units
Row widths of 90, 80, 75 and 70 cm

Outstanding control concept with additional
CEBIS features
LED work lights
Corncracker concept: MCC CLASSIC, MCC MAX,
SHREDLAGE®
Emissions standard Stage IV (Tier 4)
Increased efficiency with CRUISE PILOT

JAGUAR 870-840

CUTTERBARS

180 mm flexible knife bar
Knife bar is suitable for soybeans and grains 
(multicrop capability)
Electrohydraulic system allows flexible knife bar
to be set to rigid configuration and returned to
flexible mode again from the cab
Large, 660 mm diameter intake auger for optimal
crop flow
Reel optimised with special reel tines to reduce
stalk take-up
MULTIFINGER intake auger
New type of flexible real tines for working close
to the ground

JAGUAR
Outstanding control concept with additional
CEBIS features
LED work lights
Corncracker concept: MCC CLASSIC, MCC
MAX, SHREDLAGE®
Emissions standard Stage IV (Tier 4)
Tyre pressure adjustment system for drive axle
and steering axle
Modular ballasting concept
DIRECT DISC 600/500 to handle very tall plants
growing to heights of up to 4.0 m

JAGUAR 980-930
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MARKANT

ROLLANT

BAILERS

QUADRANT

Bale size 1.20 x 1.00 m
Up to 60 tonnes of straw per hour (world record)
HIGH SPEED BINDING
Hydraulic pre-chamber, controllable from the cab
Impressive throughput, thanks to 86-cm rotor
diameter
Can be used for straw, hay, silage, miscanthus,
sorghum or hemp

Bale size 1.25–1.35 x 1.20 m
Wrapping process accelerated by over 30 %;
just 23 seconds for six layers of film
Steel-roller rolling chamber with hydraulic MPS
PLUS
ISOBUS control and monitoring via CLAAS
COMMUNICATOR II
ROLLANT PRO with lowerable PRO floor
New, reinforced bale chamber

Bale size 46 x 36 cm
Slip clutch and shear bolt to protect baler
Internal feeder with shock absorber for
vibration equalisation
Robust, heavy-duty, roller-mounted ram for
high bale density

ROLLANT 455 / 454 UNIWRAP

Bale size 1.25 x 1.20 m
Baling chamber with 16 reinforced, profiled
rollers
ISOBUS control and monitoring via
COMMUNICATOR II
ROLLANT PRO with lowerable PRO floor
ROTO CUT cutterbar with 16 knives
Heavy-duty rotor with 8.00-mm tines for all
forage types

ROLLANT 375 / 374 UNIWRAP

ROLLANT 350* / 340

Bale size 1.25 x 1.20 m
2.10-m-wide pick-up with castor guide wheels
Bale chamber with 16 compaction rollers
ROTO CUT cutterbar with 14 knives (now also
on the ROLLANT 340)
Simple and reliable machine

QUADRANT 3400

2.35-m pick-up with PFS
Infinitely variable, hydraulically driven reversible
intake optional
Cutterbar with ROTO CUT (25 knives), FINE CUT
(51 knives) or SPECIAL CUT (180 knives)
Knife drawer with knife group selection
Hydraulically controlled pre-chamber

QUADRANT 5300

Chopping system with ROTO CUT und SPECIAL CUT
Automatic baling pressure regulation and knotter monitoring (optional)
Six high-performance knotters with TURBO FAN active cleaning system
Operation via OPERATOR or COMMUNICATOR II

QUADRANT 4200

QUADRANT 2200

Bale size 1.20 x 0.70 m
6 high-performance knotters with TURBO FAN knotter cleaning
Maintenance-free, 3-phase CLAAS-style feed raking
Interactive drive protection
Simple operation with CLAAS MEDIUM TERMINAL II optional
2.35-m wide PICKUP with POWER FEEDING SYSTEM optional


